
 

 
AP US History Reading Guide – Unit Eleven 1901-1916 (Time Period 7) Feb 8-15 

 
Note: Please understand (woe to the students who do not understand!!)  that 
when you come to class the material listed for that date is to be completed.  

 
Wednesday Feb 8: 

American Pageant  CH 28 (Progressive Roots - TR’s Square Deal for Labor) 
 

A. In what ways, and to what extent, could Progressivism be described as a 
grassroots movement?  

B. Be able to identify and define muckrakers.  
C. Describe women’s participation in progressive reform. 

 
 

Thursday Feb 9: 
American Pageant  CH 28 (TR’s Square Deal for Labor - end) 

 
A. In what ways was TR a dramatic shift from President’s after Lincoln? 
B. To what extent was TR a true progressive? Was he a conservative 

progressive? 
C. Identify and explain landmark progressive legislation that TR supported. 

 
 

Friday Feb 10:  
American Pageant   CH 29 (Wilson: The Idealist in Politics - War by Act of 

Germany) 
 

A. In what ways was the 1912 Election a turning point in American Electoral 
politics? 

B. In what ways was President Wilson a more/less progressive president than 
his predecessors? 

C. Be able to define New Freedom and New Nationalism. 
D. Be able to discuss the various (successful or otherwise) changes in foreign 

policy under Woodrow Wilson. 
E. In what ways did the US try to maintain neutrality? 

 
 

Monday Feb 13: 
American Pageant  CH 29 (War by Act of Germany - end)  *** and  *** 

Edmund Morris: Theodore Roosevelt, President 
 

A. Name at least four reasons why WWI started. 
B. To what extent did the federal government suppress civil liberties during 

the war? 
C. Why and how was the economy changed during WWI? 



D. To what extent did aftermath of the war, and the leadership of Woodrow 
Wilson, facilitate the problems that lead to WWII? 

E. Compare and contrast Republican leaders in Congress with Woodrow 
Wilson and the roles each played with the failure of the Treaty of 
Versailles. 

 
 

Tuesday Feb 14: 
Howard Zinn: War is the Health of the State  (up to page 367) 

 
 

Wednesday Feb 15:  
Howard Zinn: War is the Health of the State  (page 367 - end) 

 
*** Turn in reading questions today*** 

 
*** Review relevant sections of CH 28-29 in Pageant , and any primary/secondary 

sources we have read for your Unit 10 Quiz (1901-1916); Time Period 7)*** 


